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What is Amazon.com?

• Online Retailer

– Nearly 47 million active customer accounts

– Seven countries: US, UK, Germany, Japan, France, Canada, China

• E-commerce Platform

– 850,000 active seller accounts

• Technology Provider

– 80,000+ developers registered to use Amazon Web Services

– Hundreds of thousands of Associates (web sites)



Amazon.com’s Global Operation

• Sites in 7 countries

• 9,000 Employees

• 10 Fulfillment Centers Worldwide

• Ship To More Than 225 Countries

• 49% of all shipments are delivered outside of the USA (2004)

• 44% of worldwide net sales is from the international segment (2004)



Amazon.com’s Global Development

• Main goal is to drive innovation on behalf of customers

• Innovation in many areas
– E-commerce

– Search (A9.com)

– Amazon Web Services

– Personalization

– Supply Chain

• Small, loosely-coupled development teams comprised of the world’s brightest 
software developers and computer scientists

• Teams in the US, UK and India



Amazon.com Customers
• Buyers – 47 million active customer accounts

• Sellers – More than 850,000 active seller accounts

– 26% of total units worldwide in Q4 2004 were sold by third parties

• Web Search Users - Users of A9.com search technology

• Web Site Owners (Associates) – people who own Web sites and link to 
Amazon in return for referral fees. Hundreds of thousands associates registered

• Developers – people who use Amazon Web Services to create applications and 
productivity tools. 

– More than 80,000 registered developers



Amazon.com E-commerce Platform



Amazon.com Technology Platform
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Over 850,000 Active Seller Accounts



Amazon Web Services
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AWS Components
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Amazon Simple Queue Service

– Scalable, hosted queue

– Build distributed applications

– Up to 4,000 items per queue

– Up to 4,096 queues per subscriber
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Getting Started with Amazon.com Web 
Services
• www.amazon.com/webservices

• aws.typepad.com

• Register for a Subscription Id

• Read discussion board

• Attend weekly chats

• Receive Newsletter

• Build application
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This what was meant by “Enterprise 
Computing”



What is massive scale?

• Transistors on a Pentium 4 - 42 million

• Cable TV subs – 480 million

• Installed PCs – 530 million

• Cars - 550 million

• Telephone lines – 881 million

• Internet users – 934 million

• Mobile Phones subscriptions - 1 billion 

• Credit Cards – 4 billion



What is massive scale (and scary)

• Number of rats in New York City - 96 million



What is really massive scale

• World population – 6.4 billion

• Neurons in a brain - 100 Billions

• Stars in the Milky Way - 100 billion

• Galaxies in the Universe - 125 billion



What is really, really massive scale (and scary)

• Ants in this world - one quadrillion



Current Technology Enablers for Scale

• Wireless Broadband

• Molecular Circuits – order of magnitude reduction in size

• Smart Home – new home construction still strong; each home better wired than 
the last

• Smart Products – audit trail; maintenance; location based services; supply chain 
visibility

• Security – biometrics



Social Enablers for scale

• Anything that gives instant, world wide access to food, sex, drugs and 
entertainment

• E.g. world wide access to the massively replicated
Virtual Amsterdam Red Light District
Combination between nanotechnology, bioengineering and wireless broadband



Is scale currently a problem?

• There are only a few applications that can currently operate at the scale of a 
million

• We don’t have experimental lab setups of that scale to millions or more

• There are many systems that break
– at hundreds or thousands of nodes under ideal conditions

– at tens of nodes under disruptive conditions



Amazon.com’s current scale

• Nearly 47 million active customer accounts

• Seven web sites: US, UK, Germany, Japan, France, Canada, China

• Over 850,000 active seller accounts

• Hundreds of thousands of Associate websites

• Over 80,000 developers registered to use Amazon Web Services

• 9,000 Employees

• 10 Fulfillment Centers Worldwide

• Ship To More Than 225 Countries

• 49 % of all shipments are delivered outside of the USA (2004)

• 44 % of worldwide net sales is from the international segment (2004)



Amazing Peak Numbers from Holiday 2004 Worldwide

• 2.8 million units ordered on a single day (32 items/second)

• 2 million packages shipped in a single day

• Shipped to more than 217 countries

• Shipped more than 99 percent of orders in time to meet holiday deadlines

• Holiday Shoppers Meter (estimated number of visitors at Amazon.com during 
the previous 60 minutes) reached 700,000

• Jewelry Store sold 1 watch per minute starting Nov. 25

• Music Store sold more than 1 million units per week for two consecutive weeks

• DVD Store set a record sales of a single item in one day – 13,000 units of 
“Lords of the Rings: Return of the King”



Scalability through Smart Systems Engineering

• Use scalable primitives

• Cache near the edges

• Employ hierarchies and functional partitioning

• Use aggregation and data fusion techniques

• Don’t conceal heterogeneity

• Be strict in what you emit, liberal in what you accept

• Avoid strong consistency properties

• Use an asynchronous design; make progress under all circumstances

• Treat configuration management as part of the system

• Involve the application into repair and recovery

• Be smart about using the environment

• Exploit eager - greedy – lazy techniques



How do we architect for real scale?

• What if you have to build  a system out of millions of nodes to run thousands of 
very diverse services?

• Can we use the same techniques that we are using now do deliver on this 
promise?



Question Your Assumptions

Remember the Interplanetary vs. Worldwide paradox



Learn from Real Life



Like a mosquito in a nudist resort, I know 
what I want to do, but where to start?
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Some of the Challenges

• How to manage millions of commodity systems

• How to manage many geoplexes in concert

• How to manage thousand of services running on these systems

• How to ensure that the collection of these services produce the desired 
functionality

• How to develop services that can exploit the notion of commodity compute 
power



Continuous change

• Never expect your system to be stable

• Assume that nodes are continuously leaving, joining, failing

• Assume that perturbations and disruptions happen frequently



Organization is the big challenge

• Turing’s 3 categories of systems:
– Organized

– Unorganized 

– Self-organizing

• We now deploy Category I systems

• We are hitting the limit of what is possible already



Control

• Control requires determinism to be effective 

• We apply a top-down approach in controlling. 

• Which results in increasing complexity.

• Only small isolated systems can be built out of tricks

• If systems grow you lose control

• We try to build systems that attempt to ‘beat life’

• To a certain extend we succeed



Determinism is an Illusion

• Determinism at medium to large scale is an Illusion

• Life is not a state-machine

• It is probabilistic in essence



Let go of control



Self-organizing Systems

• The four tools of Self - * systems
– Positive Feedback

– Negative Feedback

– Balance of exploitation and exploration

– Multiple interactions



Robustness in Biological Systems

• Redundancy

• Feedback

• Modularity

• Loose coupling

• Purging

• Apoptosis

• Spatial compartmentalization

• Distributed processing

• Extended Phenotype



Apoptosis - Programmed Cell Death

• In a human on average 50-70 billion cells commit suicide per day

• Necessary for the health and the stability of the overall organism



Scaling the organization

• Organization needs to be bottom-up

• Functional Units / Services need to behave like organisms
– Loose-coupling, modularity and spatial compatimentalization

– Guaranteeing their health through continuous refresh

– Continuous introspection &feedback

– Play nice with the other kids

– Hands-off parenting
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Guaranteeing health through continuous refresh

• Nodes recycle all the time

• Reboot becomes a tool

• Stability of the organism is key, even though the cells are in continuous flux

• Health is a complex notion
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Continuous introspection

• Only the functional unit knows how to measure its health

• Outside monitors are ineffective and not part of evolution

• The system needs an internal “Feedback Bus” to inspect its components
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Hands-off Parenting

• A Holistic view of System Management

• How to determine the health of the overall system

• How to influence the system, ‘to do the right thing’



The Power of Epidemics

 



Late night reading

Epidemic Theory of Infectious Diseases 
and its Applications

N.T.J. Bailey
Hafner Press

Second Edition, 1975



Historical Context

The problem. There are n ladies, and each of them knows some 
item of gossip not known to the others. They communicate by 
telephone, and whenever one lady calls another, they tell each other 
all that they know at that time. How many calls are required before 
each lady knows everything?

Gossips and telephones, 
B. Baker, R. Shostak

Discrete Mathematics 2(1972), pp. 191--193. 



Robust Distributed Systems based on 
Epidemics
• Probabilistic model - eventual consistency

• A-Synchronous communication pattern

• Autonomous & decentralized actions

• Robust wrt message loss & node failures

• Rigorous mathematical underpinnings



Epidemic layering

• Epidemic Algorithms
– How to select the communication partners
– When to terminate

• Epidemic Protocols
– What to do when a message is received
– Anti-entropy, rumor-mongering



The Basic Intuition

• Periodically a participant will choose a random subset of the destinations and will 
exchange its state with this set

• If a participant receives a remote state it performs a merge operation with its local 
state

• If a node’s local state hasn’t changed for a certain period it will stop communicating

• Original terminology: susceptible, infective, removed



Spread of a Simple Gossip 

• Assumptions:
– Assume a fixed population of size n.

– For now, assume homogeneous spreading

• anybody can infect anyone else with equal probability

– Assume k members already infected.

– Assume infection occurs in rounds.

• Pinfect(k, n)
! = 1 – P(nobody infects member)

! = 1 – (1 – 1/n)k

• E(#newly infected members) =
! (n – k) × Pinfect(k, n) (binomial distribution)



Two phases (fuzzy math …)

• Phase 1:  1 → n/2

• Initial rate of growth: factor of 2

• Half way:  factor of 1.4

• (Near end, factor ≈ 1)

• Bound above and below by exponential 
growth

• ! Phase 2:  n/2 → n

• ! Starts very slowly

• ! Halfway, decline is .4

• ! Last infection: Pinfect(n-1,n) ≈ 1 − 1/e ≈ .63

• ! Bound above and below by exponential 
decline

KK N N



Exponential growth

• Taken together:  #rounds necessary to infect the entire population grows O(log 
n)

• Base of log:  1.585 (experimental)

• Even under bad conditions:
– member failures

– message loss

– but base of log decreases



#rounds distribution



Real Use of Epidemics

• Excellent as a state maintenance protocol 

• Algorithm level
– Push-pull instead of push

• Protocol level
– All nodes are active sources

– Anti-entropy of state digest

– Periodic communication

– Monotonic state

– Fan-out vs increased communication rate

ID Time Seq State



Failure Detection Service

• Example of the autonomous nature of epidemic based systems

• Comes for free with periodic anti-entropy

• Basics:
– Local timestamp for the last update to a nodes’ state

– If the timestamp hasn’t been updated for a period of time, based on epidemic parameter you can 
state that w.h.p. the node is no longer in contact with any of the nodes.



Probabilistic Reliable Multicast

• To support localized retransmission (and atomicity) all participants need to buffer received 
messages.

• Garbage collection on these buffers suffers from a scalability problem

• P-BCast uses epidemic state maintenance to achieve reliability and to perform garbage 
collection

• Participants gossip about sequence numbers they have received.h



Distributed State Maintenance

• Easiest to think of the State Engine as distributed database tables

• Leaves are like rows
– But it lives in the network, not on a server

– Each participant owns its own row

• Columns can be anything you like (attribute-value pairs)

• A participant can only update its own row

• Security keys prevent corruption

• XML representation encodes complex data; native data types are the basic type from 
the ODBC spec’s



Historical Context

• On Spreading  a Rumor
B. Pittel, SIAM Journal of Applied Math, 47, 1987

• Epidemic algorithms for replicated database maintenance 
A. Demers, D. Greene, A. Hauser, W. Irish, J. Larson, S. Shenker, H. Sturgis, D. Swinehart, 
and D. Terry, Proc. ACM Symposium on the Principles of Distr. Computing, pages 1--12, 
August 1987. 

• A Weak-Consistency Architecture for Distributed Information Services
R.A. Golding.  Computing Systems 5(4), Fall 1992.

• Flexible Update Propagation for Weakly Consistent Replication  
K. Petersen, M.Spreitzer, D. Terry, M. Theimer and A. Demers,  Proc. of the 16th ACM 
Symposium on Operating System Principles.  October 1997.

• Randomized rumor spreading
R. Karp, C. Schindelhauer, S. Shenker, B. Vocking, Proc. IEEE Symposium on the 
Foundations of Computer Science, 2000. 
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Summary

• Question your assumptions

• Learn from Real Life

• Let go of control

• Use Techniques that allow for autonomous, a-synchronous behavior




